
been jobless for 5 years and all i 
got to show for it is my 
homelessness! woohoo!!!!!!!!!

poop_24 5 years later

I’m glad I got rejected that day. I 
knew I could have made my life 
better and now I have a good job, a 
loving family. :) Cheers.

notpoop_24 5 years later

interactive 
environments

Inspiration from 
games like:

Papers, Please
Death & Taxes

In this world, everyone has at a 
prophecy. These prophecies 
are created by their own 
narrative. You, the participant, 
are a judge in working in the 
Fulfullment Courts, to help 
fulfill people’s prophecies.

celine low    year 3

SELF-FULFILLING
PROPHECY

The self-fulfilling prophecy is the belief or expectation that an individual holds about a future 
event that manifests just because the individual holds it. It is when a prediction of your life 
comes true, and is often depicted as negative events or traits that reinforce a negative cycle in 
one’s life. This cycle is often very unhealthy for the individual, or even to people around them.

SELF-FULFILLING
PROPHECY
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PROJ
-ECT 
IDEA

[project pitch.]

poop_24

poop_24 5 hours ago

man i’m so useless i can never get a job 
at this rate. ): who would want to hire a 

loser???????

poop_24 18 hours ago

i think my essays are super crappy, i 
will never get any distinctions at this 

rate........... TT__TT

LOOK AT 
PROFILE

SQUINT 
AT POST3

4

DECIDE:
Y/N? FULFILL OR NOT?

@ FULFILLMENT COURT

@poop_24

@you

do not
fulfill

fulfill

@you

Cases come in the form of 
social media profiles and posts 
to know what sort of prophecy 
the individual believes in.

Your decision as the judge 
will ultimately affect the 
individual’s future. These 
results will be reflected via 
their newer, more recent 
social media posts.

Decide if their prophecy 
should be fulfilled. You can 
accept OR reject them.

I knew it...

ya u suck

working project title:

prophecies 
undone
prophecies 
undone


